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Preface
Introduction
In December 2016, the General Services Administration (GSA) published a GSA Proving Ground (GPG) study,
GPG-031, Variable-Speed Direct Drive Screw Chiller Final Report, Sidney R. Yates Building. This study evaluated
the performance of a Carrier Corporation chiller that uses a variable speed screw (VSS) compressor under field
conditions at the Sidney R. Yates Building (Yates) in Washington, DC. Its performance was compared to that of a
Daikin chiller that uses a magnetic bearing compressor (MBC) which was collocated at the site and installed in
parallel to the VSS chiller. Danfoss Turbocor Compressors (Danfoss) manufactured the compressor used on the
MCB chiller.
In February 2017, GSA received written comments from Danfoss and Daikin. GSA commissioned a third-party
review of the report in light of the concerns raised by Danfoss and Daikin. This review was performed by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory and included assessing the suitability of the measurement and
verification (M&V) plan, field instrumentation, and data analysis employed in conducting the GPG-031 to deliver
accurate results. GSA’s paramount concern was to ensure that GPG test bed evaluation outcomes are accurate,
objective and credible.
This revised document reflects the outcome of that review. It is divided into three parts. The “Preface” and its
subsections provide additional detail on the test bed design and field data collection, as well as additional data
analysis. The body of the original report, which begins on Page 1, has been edited for clarification and to remove
language which had been misinterpreted. The appendices from the original report have been expanded to
include relevant information that complements the Preface and edits to the original report’s body.
In its entirety, this report clarifies valid conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis of data collected as part
of the study and the subsequent review.
Background
Ten percent of a typical commercial office building’s energy goes to space cooling. For the 32% 1 of commercial
buildings relying on a central plant to provide this cooling, selecting a chiller will have a large and lasting impact
on a facility’s energy and operating costs.
A previous GPG study, GPG-009 “Variable-Speed Oil-Free Centrifugal Chiller with Magnetic Bearings”
(December 2013), evaluated a chiller using the MBC technology at a test bed location in Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
This study found that, compared to a Federal Energy Management Program– (FEMP)-designated 2 high efficiency
rotary screw chiller, the MBC chiller delivered a 35% improvement in efficiency with greatly reduced noise. GSA
has subsequently recommended targeted deployment of MBC technology.
In 2014, a new high efficiency VSS chiller was submitted in response to GPG’s RFI for consideration by the
program. This submission claimed that their technology “already has the best published efficiency in the
industry (as low as 0.299 kW/Ton IPLV)” 3 and would likely deliver improved performance at comparable or lower

1

GPG study, GPG-009 “Variable-Speed Oil-Free Centrifugal Chiller with Magnetic Bearings” (December, 2013); available at
the following link: https://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/180775.
2
https://energy.gov/eere/femp/purchasing-energy-efficient-water-cooled-electric-chillers.
3
Carrier’s submission to the GPG program.
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cost and across a greater band of operating conditions “as design conditions change.” 4 Based on this
information, GSA selected the technology for inclusion in the program and further evaluation.
Test Bed Selection
GSA’s goal is to provide the best possible value to the taxpayer by making sound investment decisions in
advanced building technologies. These decisions are made based on how each technology performs in actual
operating facilities, as opposed to performance measured in a controlled environment such as a laboratory or
test facility. To meet this requirement, the GPG uses GSA’s portfolio of federally-owned properties to find a
location in which to conduct each technology’s evaluation.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) developed a set of technical attributes that described a building which
would make a valid test location to measure the VSS chiller’s performance. Based on these characteristics, GSA
facility management staff identified the Sidney R. Yates Building (Yates Building) in Washington, D.C as satisfying
all of the selection criteria. The Yates Building, a 208,000 ft2 brick office building, was constructed in 1880 and
was completely renovated as modern office space in 2013. When the renovation was completed, cooling for the
building continued to be provided by two 350-ton chillers. A chiller replacement project, “right sizing” the
cooling capacity to current loads, was planned to complete this project.
As the chiller retrofit project was initially designed, two MBC chillers were specified. These units were to be of
the same technology type that proved its performance in the previously mentioned GPG evaluation. However,
by installing one VSS chiller in place of one MBC unit, the new technology’s performance could be evaluated and
compared to the baseline performance of the current state-of-the-art chiller technology. Each chiller’s
performance could be measured concurrently, thereby minimizing any impact that weather or occupancy
changes would have over an extended time period.
Test Bed Design
GSA asked Setty & Associates (Setty), an engineering firm previously been retained for the Yates Building chiller
replacement project, to revise their design for an optimized chilled water plant at the Yates Building to
substitute a VSS chiller for one of the MBC units. The chillers were to be of equal cooling capacity, one using
MBC and one using VSS technology. Setty’s system design was such that the chillers worked in parallel, serving
the same chilled water loop in the building, the same cooling tower/condenser water loop, and the same pumps
that served both water loops. The design was to create an operating environment for each chiller that was as
equal as possible in an actual building.
The specified cooling capacity for each chiller was 275 tons, the capacity determined as sufficient for each
individual chiller to carry the whole building load in all but the most extreme of operating conditions. The design
was intended to support a test plan in which the chillers would alternate days of operation while meeting the
comfort needs of the Yates Building’s occupants.
The traditional federal procurement process was followed for purchasing the MBC technology. The VSS
technology was obtained through GPG’s RFI and donation acceptance process. Appendix A of the report shows
the cut sheets for the installed MBC and VSS chillers.

4

Carrier’s submission to the GPG program.
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MBC Chiller Cooling Capacity
Subsequent to initial publication of the report, the evaluation team was informed by Danfoss, the MBC
compressor original equipment manufacturer (OEM), that the installed MBC chiller was not, in fact, the most
efficient MBC chiller available at the time. They asserted that it was, in fact, oversized for the requested capacity
of 275 tons refrigeration.
To understand how this claimed disparity occurred, the project team conducted a thorough review of events
that led to the selection and installation of the MBC chiller deployed at the Yates test bed. This review included
examination of all correspondence between the project engineers, the project manager, the vendor, and the
evaluation team. The review also includes on-site inspection of individual components of the MBC chiller. Details
of the review are given in Appendix C of this report.
After thoroughly reviewing all documents and correspondence on this issue, the evaluation team draws the
following four conclusions.
•

The MBC chiller provided by the vendor in response to GSA’s request for a high-performance 275-ton unit
can, in fact, provide up to 400 tons of cooling.

•

At no time throughout the entire process, up until spring 2017, did the project team have any reason to
believe that they had received anything other than an optimized 275-ton Daikin chiller from Havtech. Due
diligence was performed at every step to verify that an appropriate 275-ton MBC chiller was installed at the
Yates test bed. The installed MBC chiller is therefore representative of a vendor-supplied chiller meeting
engineering requirements for a 275-ton load delivered through a well-managed federal procurement
process.

•

The test bed design for GPG-031 was to use a chiller technology that GPG had previously proved out as
delivering known state-of-the-art-performance (MBC) as a baseline to compare a second chiller technology
(VSS) with similar or better performance claims. The MBC vendor confirmed that they believed they were
providing the most efficient MBC chiller for the project at the Yates test bed. All documentation supports
the installed MBC chiller as legitimately representative of what a typical engineering and procurement
process would deliver for this application and, therefore, a credible baseline.

•

Retrospective speculation about what a different MBC chiller’s performance “could have been” is outside
the scope of this assessment. It cannot be known whether the performance of a chiller of lower nominal
tonnage would have had an incrementally positive, incrementally negative or negligible impact on aggregate
chiller performance.

Measurement and Verification (M&V) Design
The prime M&V objective of this study was to measure the energy consumption rate for each chiller under
similar conditions. The energy consumption rate is a metric that shows the amount of electrical power,
measured in kilowatts, required at any moment to produce the corresponding quantity of cooling, measured in
tons refrigeration. Therefore, the units for energy consumption rate are kilowatts per ton, shown in shorthand
as “kw/ton.”
In their letter of February 2017, Daikin and Danfoss both pointed to a perceived lack of detail and
documentation in the original report. They focused on the relative accuracy and level of uncertainty in the
methods used to collect and analyze data and compared this to methods used in GPG-031, as originally
published by GSA.
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In response to these comments, the evaluation team performed additional peer review of the test bed M&V
design, including the instrumentation’s accuracy, and the appropriateness of field measurement methods. Also,
the project team analyzed the data beyond that in the original report, including two forms of statistical
confidence analysis. The team also applied a simplified M&V method used by some energy service companies to
compare chillers’ performance. This information is summarized below.
Approach to Field Measurement of Power and Cooling
Power was measured by a revenue grade meter installed on the electrical service to each chiller.
The “tons of refrigeration” part of the metric was calculated by measuring the water flow through each chiller
(gallons per minute) plus the entering and leaving water temperatures (degrees Fahrenheit). The values were
inserted into the following equation to calculate tons refrigeration.
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = [𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) × (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 )(°𝐹𝐹)] ÷ 24.0

The equation above is a simplification of those below, which show the details of water’s density and specific
heat, as well as the conversions necessary to reach units of “tons refrigeration.”
𝑄𝑄 = �𝑉𝑉 × 𝜌𝜌 × 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 × (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 )� ×
(1𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐⁄7.48 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) × (1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒⁄12,000𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ) × (60 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚⁄ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)
𝑉𝑉 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
𝜌𝜌 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 (62.4 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙⁄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 40℉ & 60℉)
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (1 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏⁄(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ∗ ℉))

The preferred plan for measuring flow rate across the evaporator and condenser of each chiller would have
been to install a flow meter on the common chilled water and condenser water headers, as well as on the
individual chiller’s piping so measurements could be continued if both chillers were required to operate
simultaneously. However, space constraints did not allow appropriate straight pipe runs for these meters to
operate properly. Therefore, flow rates were estimated at each chiller by measuring the pressure drop across
each heat exchanger (psi) and correlating it to flow/pressure drop data provided by each manufacturer using the
following equation.
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) = 𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉 × �𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 (𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)

The flow coefficient, Cv, for each chiller’s evaporator section was calculated directly from flow and pressure drop
data provided in each manufacturer’s chiller cut sheets.
MBC Chiller: 471.43 gpm at 5.6 ft w.c. (2.42 psi) yields a Cv of 303
VSS Chiller: 470.9 gpm at 8.6 ft w.c. (3.72 psi) yields a Cv of 244
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Data in the VSS cut sheet acknowledge that the pressure drop varies slightly with changes in fluid temperature,
while the MBC data show the pressure drop as constant. Calculating the high and low values for the VSS chiller’s
Cv shows a variation of less than +/-1% from its mean value. A +/-1% variation was applied to both chillers’ Cv
values when calculating overall variation of their energy consumption rates. 5
Each chiller’s operating profile, measured condenser water temperature, and percent full load were tracked
using the instrumentation described in Table P-1.
Table P-1. Instrumentation Plan
Parameter

Instrument

Units/Accuracy

Site chilled water return temperature (aka “Evaporator
Entering Water Temperature”)

Johnson Controls
TE-6300 Nickel

Degrees Fahrenheit,
+/-0.34°F

Site chilled water supply temperature (aka “Evaporator
Exiting Water Temperature”)

Johnson Controls
TE-6300 Nickel

Degrees Fahrenheit,
+/-0.34°F

Site condenser water supply temperature

Johnson Controls
TE-6300 Nickel

Degrees Fahrenheit,
+/-0.34°F

Site condenser water return temperature

Johnson Controls
TE-6300 Nickel

Degrees Fahrenheit,
+/-0.34°F

MBC and VSS evaporator flow rate

Setra Model 230 differential
pressure (dP) sensor. dP was
combined with the respective
chiller’s flow coefficient (Cv) to
determine flow in gallons per
minute.

Differential Pressure
- PSI, +/-0.25%
Flow Coefficient
- GPM/PSI^0.5, +/-1%
Evaporator Flow Rate
- GPM, +/-3%

MBC and VSS power consumption rate

Veris E5X

Kilowatts, +/-0.2%

Cut sheets for the power meter, temperature sensor, and differential pressure sensor are shown in Appendix B
of the report.
Performance Measurement and Instrumentation Uncertainty
Data gathered during this study show that the VSS chiller had, on average, an energy consumption rate of
0.623kw/ton and the MBC chiller had an average energy consumption rate of 0.699kw/ton. Put another way,
the VSS chiller consumed approximately 11% less electricity per ton than the MBC chiller.

5

ORNL is confident that the method of estimating flow through each chiller (calculating Cv from manufacturer’s literature,
measuring pressure drop and using those values to estimate flow) is the most accurate possible approach to comprehensive
measurement of chiller performance under the site specific field conditions at the Yates test bed. During the third-party
review, NREL validated this approach as innovative, but not broadly accepted.
To corroborate its accuracy, the evaluation team analyzed the data set a second way, comparing the hourly energy
consumed by each chiller and correlating it to the average hourly outside air temperature. In this way, the chillers’
performance could be compared without having to use any flow measurements. Details of this method are given in the
Preface section titled “Analyzing Kilowatt-Hours Consumed vs. Average Hourly Outdoor Air Temperature.”
ORNL and GSA leadership have elected to include details of both methods of comparing chiller performance in the final
report. The findings complement each other, and providing details allows readers the opportunity to fully understand the
methods used in this report. Thereby, readers can draw their own conclusions.
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It should be noted, however, that while metered energy consumption is accurate to within 0.2% and
instrumentation used to calculate tons of refrigeration is accurate to within 3%, when the tolerance of all
instrumentation is considered in aggregate, the accuracy of energy consumption rates reported for each chiller,
in kw/ton, could vary by +/-8%. When the variance of +/-8% kw/ton is applied to the average measured energy
consumption rate of the MBC and VSS chillers, it is possible that the VSS’s 11% average energy savings relative
to the MBC installed at the Yates Building could vary from as high as +24% to as low as -4%. 6 The evaluation
team remains confident that this overall average level of savings is the best possible representation of real world
performance of this technology under field conditions. Both VSS and MBC chillers will deliver performance that
significantly exceeds a chiller delivering FEMP compliant energy consumption.
“A/B” Comparison
Figure 1 in the original report summarizes relevant data describing the operating conditions measured for both
chillers. The tables were used as tools to track the combinations of chiller percent full load and condenser
entering water temperature (EWT) under which each chiller operated, and the time that each chiller spent in
each combination. Every effort was made during the study period to provide reasonably equivalent operating
conditions as tracked by this table. For 82% of the tracked operating conditions, the two chillers had operating
times that were within 1% of each other. For 10% of the conditions, the VSS chiller had more operating time
than the MBC unit, and for 8% of tracked load/lift conditions the MBC chiller had higher operating time.
Analysis provided by Danfoss and summarized in Table P-2 showed that during the times the MBC had higher
operating time, the MBC chiller was operating with higher condenser water temperatures, which they felt could
have a negative effect on the overall characterization of measured energy performance.
As part of the report’s review, the project team conducted an analysis that allowed performance to be
compared within each particular band of condenser EWT. Details of this analysis and the results are given
further in the Preface in the section titled “Analyzing Kilowatt-Hours Consumed vs. Average Hourly Outdoor Air
Temperature.”
Table P-2. Relative operating time that the MBC (aka “centrifugal”) spent operating within each paired
conditions of “Chiller Load“ and “Condenser EWT” as compared to time spent by the VSS chiller

6

To achieve a result of either 24% or -4% energy savings, temperature, flow, and kilowatt measurements would have to err
in a single direction on one chiller, while erring in the opposite direction on the other chiller. Statistically, this is highly
improbable.
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Data Analysis
Figure P-1 (Figure 3 in the report) shows the MBC and VSS chillers’ instantaneous energy consumption points. It
illustrates the data sets that compare each chiller’s energy consumption rate in kilowatts per ton over the range
of cooling capacity, given as “percent full load.”

Figure P-1. Chillers’ instantaneous energy consumption points (20% to 100% full load).
The data points show that energy consumption rates for each percent full load have a one magnitude variance,
ranging from 0.1kw/ton to 1.0kw/ton. This variance is attributable to the real-world dynamics of constantly
changing cooling load and resulting changes in power input to the motor to change the cooling capacity
provided by the evaporator section. These transition periods cause the energy consumption rate to vary
significantly from an idealized, laboratory measured single curve across the range of percent full load (such as
the Integrated Part Load Value (IPLV) metric) into a shape more resembling a cloud.
These data show that the median of measured points is between 0.6 and 0.7 kw/ton, whereas both chillers’ IPLV
ratings are in the 0.32–0.33 kW/ton range. This variance is accounted for by the nature of how IPLV is measured.
In contrast to field conditions, IPLV represents the steady state performance of a chiller as measured in a
laboratory environment under tightly controlled conditions of a constant cooling load under constant water flow
and temperature conditions. Under field conditions, cooling demand is constantly changing, requiring a chiller to
adapt dynamically. Chilled water flows and temperatures will rarely be exactly equal to those used in the
standards to calculate IPLV. Because a chiller rarely if ever reaches an idealized steady state of operation, its
kw/ton performance varies considerably, and is typically higher, than when measured in the lab.
Summarizing Field Results
To summarize the difference between the two “clouds” of data points, and to enable calculation of difference in
energy consumption rates, researchers applied a 2nd order polynomial curve fit to each data set which was
superimposed on the graph. The equations for each data set are shown below.
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VSS Chiller: Y = 7.15078525e-05 × X^2 - 4.34458454e-03 × X + 5.94514674e-01
MBC Chiller: Y = 3.39824395e-05 × X ^2 + 3.97657265e-04 × X + 5.30865291e-01
These equations were used to estimate the average energy consumption rate that would be found at certain
points of percent full load. These curves were included in Section V.A. of the report and represent a depiction of
results that were measured in the Yates Building and could (broadly, and within the range of error) be
considered as indicative of results that would be measured in other locations. For details of the calculations,
Section V.A. should be referenced.
To provide additional insight into the reliability of this data summary, a 95% confidence interval was calculated
for the two polynomial equations that estimate mean energy consumption rates in Figure P-1. This confidence
interval is superimposed as gray shading around each curve in Figure P-2.
The confidence intervals shown on Figure P-2 indicate that if 100 more sets of 20,000+ data points were taken
from the Yates Building chillers, and a second-order polynomial curve fit applied to the data sets, in 95 of those
tests the polynomial curve fit would fall within the shaded areas shown on the graph.
(Note: The gray area is best seen around the 20% Full Load and 95% Full Load areas of the graph, where fewer
data points were available.)
To further bound the level of uncertainty associated with field-measured data presented in the report, a second
statistical method was applied to the two data sets in Figure P-1. This method is known as a LOcal RegrESSion
(aka “LOESS”) analysis. A LOESS analysis calculates the mean value of the data points over a certain segment of
the x-axis. It also calculates a 95% confidence interval of mean Y-values that would be found through repeated
tests over that same segment. The analysis then assembles these values into a curve of mean values with the
associated confidence interval and superimposes these curves onto the respective scatter plots.

Figure P-2. 95% confidence interval around polynomial curve fit.
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Figure P-3 shows the LOESS analysis that was applied to the data sets shown in Figure P-1.

Figure P-3. LOESS analysis with 95% confidence interval.
Two points need to be made about the LOESS analysis diagram. First, between 30% and 85% full load, the lines
for each data set are very close to those found in Figure P-1. Second, the confidence interval in this range is very
narrow, which indicates a high probability that in repeating this test, the mean Y-values from those tests would
be very close to the mean Y-values calculated from the test at the Yates Building.
In summary, both the LOESS analysis and confidence interval agree very closely with the analysis presented in
the report and summarized in Figure P-1. The curves follow very similar shapes, and there are sufficient data
points to have confidence that the average kw/ton for each chiller is very close to the calculated curves.
Chiller Plant Energy
The project plan for this study focused on documenting and analyzing the performance of two individual chiller
technologies. As noted in Section VI.B. of this report, the measured energy consumption rate of a chiller is one
of multiple factors that impact the overall energy cost associated with providing cooling to a facility. The entire
chilled water system includes other energy-consuming equipment such as condenser and chilled water pumps
and the cooling tower. The performance of this equipment can vary widely from site to site. Because the energy
efficiency of a chiller is the largest single contributor to the overall efficiency of a chiller plant, selection of the
proper chiller by a qualified mechanical engineer is required to optimize the overall efficiency of the chilled
water plant.
Analyzing Kilowatt-Hours Consumed vs. Average Hourly Outdoor Air Temperature
During the review process, the project team applied an alternative M&V method to see if it would corroborate
findings originally published in GPG-031. This analysis is based upon a protocol found in “M&V Guidelines:
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Measurement and Verification for Performance-Based Contracts, Version 4.0,” 7 published by the Department of
Energy’s Federal Energy Management Program. Table 4-1 of the M&V guidelines describes an “Option B” M&V
method and says, “This option is based on short-term, periodic, or continuous measurements of baseline and
post-retrofit energy use (or proxies of energy use) taken at the component or system level.”
When applied in an energy saving performance contract (ESPC) that involves a new chiller, this option is
frequently applied by correlating energy usage of the baseline and new chillers to the concurrent outside air
temperature (OAT). Given that the project had already gathered power consumption data that could be
compiled into hourly data points, and given that outside air temperature data are available from the National
Weather Service at Reagan National Airport less than 2 miles from the site, it is appropriate to apply this method
to compare the energy performance of the two chillers at the Yates Building.
The VSS and MBC data sets graphed in Figure P-1 were used in this analysis. The sets were parsed in the
following fashion.
•

The original data points shown in Figure P-1 were gathered in 5-minute intervals. In the new analysis, the
data were filtered into points that represented 1-hour time blocks. To translate into one of the new data
points, there had to be sufficient data that showed that the same chiller had operated for all twelve
5-minute blocks within the same hour.

•

For each chiller’s 1-hour block that contained twelve complete data points, the power measurements were
averaged to determine the total energy consumption (measured in kilowatt-hours) during that hour.

•

Hourly average outdoor air temperatures were gathered from National Weather Service data for Reagan
National Airport. The airport is less than 2 miles from the site. The same temperature data set was used for
both chillers’ energy consumption graphs.

•

The hourly energy consumption was graphed against the average hourly outside air temperature for each
chiller.

•

The new data set was further divided into three separate graphs based upon the condenser EWT during
each hour. The bins used to divide the graphs are the same bins used in Table P-2, with focus being on the
following three bins:
o
o
o

•

EWT between 67.5°F and 72.5°F
EWT between 72.5°F and 77.5°F
EWT between 77.5°F and 82.5°F

These specific EWT bins were selected for three reasons.
o

First, when the 5-minute data points were compiled into 1-hour points, bins with other EWTs did
not have sufficient 1-hour points to create any meaningful graphs.

o

Second, within these three EWT bins are five of the seven boxes shown in green within Table P-2.
The green boxes identify the sets of conditions within which the MBC had slightly more operating

7

U.S. Department of Energy, Federal Energy Management Program (November 2015), “M&V Guidelines: Measurement and
Verification for Performance-Based Contracts,” Version 4.0. Available at
https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/01/f28/mv_guide_4_0.pdf.
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time than the VSS chiller. The boxes identified in green tended to have higher condenser EWT, and
Danfoss felt that operating the MBC unit a greater time under these conditions would have skewed
the overall findings such that its performance looked less favorable relative to the VSS chiller’s
performance. By focusing on the chillers’ respective performance within these individual narrow 5°F
bands, the impact to the aggregate performance is negated, and their performance can be directly
compared, regardless of any disparity of run time.
o

Third, these three EWT bins contain eight of the nine sets of conditions identified in red within
Table P-2. The red boxes represent conditions in which the MBC chiller operated somewhat less
than the VSS chiller. The red boxes tended to be grouped where there was lower condenser EWT. As
with the second bullet point above, Danfoss felt that operating the VSS chiller slightly more when
the EWT was lower would have given it an advantage when the two chiller’s aggregate performance
was compared. As with the point above, the impact of these red boxes on aggregate performance is
negated when focusing on individual bins.

Each bin is defined by a band of condenser EWT that is only 5°F wide. By dividing the data into these bins, and
comparing the chillers’ performance to each other only under the conditions within each bin, the project team
can draw inferences that will address the concern raised by Danfoss and discussed in the section above titled
“’A/B’ Comparison.”
Figures P-4 through P-6 show the three graphs that were produced using the above method. Each graph has a
second-order polynomial curve that was fit to the respective chiller’s data set and which represents a mean
value for that set. Also, there is a shaded area around each curve that shows the 95% confidence interval for the
mean value curve of that respective data set.

Figure P-4. Energy consumed (in kilowatt-hours) per hour when condenser EWT
is between 67.5°F and 72.5°F.
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Figure P-5. Energy consumed (in kilowatt-hours) per hour when condenser
EWT is between 72.5°F and 77.5°F.

Figure P-6. Energy consumed (in kilowatt-hours) per hour when condenser
EWT is between 77.5°F and 82.5°F.
Figures P-4 through P-6 show that on average, the VSS chiller consumed fewer kilowatt-hours of energy per hour
than the MBC chiller, except when the outside air temperature and condenser EWTs were at their warmest.
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To quantify any difference in energy consumption, the average energy consumption values along each curve
were weighted based upon the number of times that the respective OAT occurred on the x-axis. The differences
are noted below.
•

When the EWT was between 67.5°F and 72.5°F, the MBC chiller consumed 7.7% more electricity than the
VSS.

•

When the EWT was between 72.5°F and 77.5°F, the MBC chiller consumed 15.9% more electricity than the
VSS.

•

When the EWT was between 77.5°F and 82.5°F, the VSS chiller consumed 0.8% more electricity than the
MBC chiller.

•

When energy savings from the three graphs are averaged and weighted based upon the number of points in
each graph, the VSS chiller used approximately 3.4% less energy than the MBC chiller during this time
period. This finding is within the variance of the initial finding of 11% energy savings from the VSS chiller.

With respect to the Danfoss assertion that having more data points with the MBC chiller operating at higher
condenser EWT might have skewed results, Figures P-4 through P-6 show that as the EWT rose into the
77.5 to 82.5°F range, the MBC chiller actually started to perform favorably relative to the VSS. Therefore, if
gathering more MBC data points at higher EWTs had any impact on the aggregate comparison of the two units,
it would have made the MBC chiller’s performance look better compared to the VSS unit’s, not worse.
The above analysis used no flow readings. This was purposely done as the accuracy of the field methodology
used to calculate flow readings has been debated between various parties reviewing this report, while the
accuracy of electrical power readings is unquestioned.
This analysis corroborates, by a means separate from that used in the original report, the original report’s
finding. That is, that at the Sidney Yates Building, on average, the VSS chiller used less electricity than the MBC
chiller.
First Cost Comparison
The purchase price for the MBC chiller in this report, $185,000, was based upon the actual price paid by GSA
when the unit was purchased through the federal contracting process.
The VSS chiller’s price, $119,000, was based upon a budget figure provided by the chiller’s manufacturer. To
verify this value, ORNL used a third party to “ghost shop” the VSS manufacturer. This price was consistent with
the value that was originally provided.
These prices are included for reference only and reflect the stated value of the VSS chiller and the actual price
that was paid for the MBC chiller at the time of purchase. Note that these prices are a snapshot in time and may
not be indicative of current market pricing. The price difference is also for two chillers of different potential total
cooling capacities, 8 though similar IPLVs under the specified load conditions.

8

See “MBC Chiller Cooling Capacity” Section for details of the MBC chiller’s “potential total cooling” capacity.
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ORNL also surveyed other manufacturers who produced chillers that use the MBC and VSS technologies. This
survey resulted in a wide variety of prices based upon various features that each manufacturer included on their
units.
Condenser Water Temperature Range
The original project plan envisioned manipulating condenser water temperatures at the Yates test bed to create
conditions comparable to those found in other climate zones. At the Yates test bed, however, the MBC chiller
tripped off when the condenser water temperature rose above 90°F, which was the upper limit specified by the
design engineers on this project. Subsequent to publication of GPG-031, Danfoss stated that MBC chillers can
operate at any range of condenser water entering temperatures that is specified by the engineer, provided by
the specification is made clear at the start of the project. If a wider performance range for condenser water
temperature is specified for an MBC chiller, the design engineer should work closely with the vendor to evaluate
cost and/or performance trade-offs that might result.
Conclusions
After reviewing all comments received from Danfoss and Daiken in detail, performing additional due diligence
on the design of the Yates test bed, including installed equipment and additional data analysis, and subjecting
this report to third party review, as described above, the evaluation team affirms the conclusions originally
reported in GPG-031: both VSS and MBC chiller technology deliver state-of-the-art performance with rated
energy consumption that is more than 35% better than FEMP standards for water-cooled chillers. The evaluation
team further notes that GPG test bed evaluations are intended to offer broad guidance, and exact savings
figures from this report represent performance at a specific location under unique conditions, and cannot not be
rigidly extrapolated and applied to other facilities. The evaluation team underscores a key deployment
recommendation from that original report: It is incumbent that any new chiller or chilled water system be
evaluated by a qualified mechanical engineering team to ensure that the selected system is optimized to meet
conditions at the designated facility.
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I. Executive Summary
Executive Order 13693 requires that federal agencies reduce energy intensity by 2.5% annually by 2020.
According to the 2007 US Department of Energy Building Energy Database, heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems represent 39% of building energy consumption. In buildings that use large watercooled chillers, these devices can constitute a significant portion of energy consumed to meet HVAC demands.
Adopting new HVAC technologies, including advanced water-cooled chillers, provides facilities with the
opportunity to make advances in two areas that are vital to meeting HVAC needs: improving cooling reliability
and reducing energy consumption. Chiller technologies available today can significantly increase the operating
range of the equipment while meeting unique design requirements. They can also help enhance reliable
operation in a wider variety of conditions, whether caused by changes in maintenance practice or as new
demands are placed on the building.
In this project, the GPG program measured the performance of two water-cooled chiller technologies designed
for a 275-ton load:
1. Variable-speed direct drive screw chiller (VSS chiller).
2. Variable-speed direct drive oil-free centrifugal chiller with magnetic bearings (MBC centrifugal chiller, or
simply MBC chiller in this report).
The MBC technology is well established and its performance has been documented in a previous GPG study,
GPG-009, “Variable-Speed Oil-Free Centrifugal Chiller with Magnetic Bearings” (December 2013). The MBC
chiller in this project was used as the baseline standard to which the VSS chiller would be compared. These
chillers were installed in parallel in the Sidney Yates Building in Washington, DC. Instrumentation was installed
on the chillers to measure and verify performance in 5-minute intervals. Measured parameters included cooling
capacity, condenser water temperatures, power consumption, and chiller energy consumption rate in kilowatts
per ton.
Also during the evaluation, maintenance records were kept to indicate whether either unit experienced down
time or required any special repairs that might indicate a reliability challenge. Finally, the evaluation tracked
ongoing conversations with the site operations team to gather their overall impressions of the two units.
During the evaluation, close track was kept of the cooling demand and condenser water temperatures
experienced by each chiller. This was to ensure that each unit was operated as equally as possible under a broad
range of field operating conditions. Also, in early spring 2016, unusual weather presented the opportunity to
start the chillers with a much colder than normal condenser water temperature. Then, during the summer’s
peak, the condenser water temperature was allowed to exceed 95°F to see how the chillers might operate in hot
climate zones or in the event of a cooling tower failure.
When measured across a broad range of operating conditions, the VSS chiller had an energy consumption rate
that was 11% lower than the MBC chiller (savings could range from +24% to -4% due to measurement
uncertainty 9). Using the local unit cost of electricity of $0.122/kWh and the operating profile experienced at the
9

To achieve a result of either 24% or -4% energy savings, temperature flow, and kw measurements would have to err in a
single direction on one chiller, while erring in the opposite direction on the other chiller. Statistically, this is highly
improbable.
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test site resulted in $3,080/year in energy cost savings. The VSS chiller used on this project had an equipment
price that was about $65,000 less than that of the MBC chiller.
During testing in early spring, the water entering the condenser was as low as 55°F. The VSS was able to start
operation without any issues. The MBC manufacturer recommended 65°F as the minimum operating
temperature for which the chiller was designed and indicated that starting the MBC chiller at a condenser
entering water temperature of 55°F would void the warranty. During the high condenser water test, the VSS
chiller operated throughout the range of temperatures, while the MBC chiller reached an operating limit at 95°F.
The MBC chiller manufacturer was contacted about the limits experienced during this evaluation and was asked
how well the chiller would perform if placed in an unusually hot or cold climate. The manufacturer’s response
was that the chiller could be selected and designed to operate in whatever the normal range for condenser
water temperatures was in the site area. The chiller at the Yates Building was designed for Washington, DC, not,
for example, Phoenix, Arizona, or Fargo, North Dakota. Based on testing results and this response from the MBC
manufacturer, the evaluation team concluded that is incumbent on the engineer designing the chiller plant to
provide the chiller manufacturer with the minimum and maximum condenser water temperatures that might be
experienced at the site. If the proper temperature range is specified, both the VSS and MBC technologies can
provide chilled water without tripping off line due to reaching a high or low temperature limit.
As for maintenance challenges experienced during the evaluation, both machines operated without a
mechanical failure. However, the MBC chiller did require a repair to components related to mechanical
unloaders. The manufacturer made the repair promptly under warranty.
Based on findings in this study (see Table ES.1), the US General Services Administration recommends broad
deployment of both MBC and VSS chiller technology for new installations, end-of-life replacements, and energy
savings retrofits in facilities across all climate zones.
Table ES.1. Performance Objectives
Quantitative Objectives

Metrics and Data
Requirements

Reduce Energy/Water Use Sufficient measurement and
verification points to measure
chiller load, condenser
temperature, power input, and
efficiency (kw/ton).

Success Criteria

Test Bed Results

Lower kilowatts per ton
than comparable
magnetic bearing
compressor (MBC) chiller
under the same
conditions.

Variable-speed screw (VSS)
chiller consumed 11% less
energy than the comparable
MBC chiller over the range
of operating conditions
during this evaluation
(savings could range from
+24% to -4% due to
measurement
10
uncertainty ).

10

To achieve a result of either 24% or -4% energy savings, temperature flow, and kilowatt measurements would have to err
in a single direction on one chiller, while erring in the opposite direction on the other chiller. Statistically, this is highly
improbable.
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Table ES.1. Performance Objectives (continued)
Quantitative Objectives

Metrics and Data
Requirements

Success Criteria

Results

Reduce Costs

Purchase price.
Installation cost.
Maintenance cost.

VSS chiller has a lower
At this site, the VSS chiller
overall life-cycle cost than had a lower purchase price
the MBC chiller
and energy cost than the
MBC chiller. Indications
are that an operations and
maintenance contract at a
GSA facility would cost the
same whether either
chiller were installed at the
site.

Reduce Maintenance

Manufacturer’s maintenance
recommendations.
Maintenance repair tickets.

VSS requires less
The MBC chiller had repair
unscheduled maintenance. performed under
warranty. The VSS chiller
had no mechanical issues.

Qualitative Objectives
Increase Comfort

Chilled water supply temperature No difference in chilled
over range of operating
water supply
conditions
temperatures

Both chillers provided
appropriate temperatures.

Increase Reliability

Continuous operation over entire VSS operates over the
range of operating conditions.
same or greater range of
operating conditions.

Both chillers operated
successfully within the
range of conditions for
which they were specified.
The VSS unit
demonstrated an ability to
continue operating during
excursions outside its
specified range of
condenser entering water
temperature.

Increase Occupant
Satisfaction

Hot or cold complaints from
No complaints from
occupants.
occupants or from
Chilled water supply temperature operations personnel.
records.

Neither chiller induced any
complaints from
occupants.

II. Introduction
A. Objectives
Chillers are typically among the largest electrical loads in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems. Due to technology improvements, the energy efficiency of chillers has increased more than 20% in
the last 15 years, 11 while operational flexibility and ease of operation have also increased. Therefore,
replacing water-cooled chillers provides a significant opportunity to reduce energy use and achieve
appreciable energy efficiency improvement for a relatively large electrical load.
11

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2016, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings, The American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 2016.
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Large Δ Efficiency × Large Horsepower = Very Large Energy Savings Opportunity for Chillers
Most new chiller models will easily outperform 20- to 30-year-old chillers. However, there can be significant
efficiency differences between the new chiller models on the market. For this reason, it is important to
compare new chillers relative to each other and not just a single type or model relative to the old, inefficient
chiller being replaced. Some technologies will save significantly more energy.
It is also worthwhile to evaluate differences in operating ranges and capabilities among the different
technologies. Chillers providing greater operating range yield more reliable cooling and less sensitivity to
operating challenges that commonly manifest themselves in older buildings. Operators can also leverage
pump and system synergies using chillers designed for variable flow and or variable set point control. Given
the impact of chiller replacements on energy use reduction and operational reliability, understanding the
impact of competing technologies is valuable.
B. Opportunity
Within the US General Services Administration (GSA) real estate portfolio, nearly all large buildings
(>100,000 ft2) use a water-cooled chiller of some sort. This trend is true within the commercial sector as
well. Therefore, any technology that improves the energy efficiency of a water-cooled chiller has potential
to broadly impact energy consumption within these facilities.
Around 2010, a new type of chiller technology became a presence in the market. These chillers used
compressors that operated with oil-free bearings. Rather than using conventional lubricants, they operated
by levitating the bearings in a magnetic field. Hence, these chillers and compressors were referred to as “oilfree centrifugal chillers with magnetic bearings” or “MBC centrifugal chillers” or simply “MBC chillers.”
These compressors use the centrifugal process to provide compression to the refrigerant and can vary their
speeds as the chiller load changes. They also use mechanical unloaders to limit refrigerant flow and cooling
capacity as demand changes.
In 2013, the GSA Proving Ground (GPG) program published a report that compared performance of the MBC
chiller to an existing chiller that used a constant-speed screw compressor. The MBC chiller showed 42%
energy savings relative to the existing chiller. 12 The publication of these results had a significant impact on
chillers that were purchased for use in GSA facilities.
In 2014, the GPG program requested evaluation of a variable-speed screw (VSS) chiller that uses
conventional bearings with a variable-speed compressor that changes speed to match cooling demand. This
chiller is purported to offer energy efficiency that is higher than MBC compressor chillers. It is also claimed
to be able to operate under a wider range of operating conditions, especially condenser water
temperatures, than MBC units.
C. Technology Description
The chiller evaluated during this project is equipped with a positive displacement screw compressor that
uses three helical meshed rotors (aka “screws”) to draw a gas into a confined space between the rotors. As
they rotate, the gas is forced into a smaller confined volume, thereby raising its pressure. This type of
compressor is commonly used in industry, both in refrigeration systems as well as compressed air systems.
Until recently, this type of compressor typically operated at a constant speed. This meant that refrigeration
12

GSA Green Proving Ground, Variable-Speed Magnetic Levitation Chiller Compressor, GPG Findings, GPG-009, December
2013; available on the GSA website under GPG-009 (https://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/180775).
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and compressed air systems had to use a variety of methods to change the unit’s operating capacity as its
operating requirements fluctuated.
What makes the chiller evaluated in this project unique is that its screw compressor is directly coupled to a
variable speed motor. When the motor changes speed, the compressor also changes speed, thereby
increasing or reducing the amount of refrigerant being compressed. Because the refrigerant flow rate can be
changed by altering the motor/compressor speed, this chiller’s capacity can adapt to changing cooling
demands without needing the accessories associated with constant speed screw compressors.
The VSS chiller is conventional in other aspects of its operation. It uses R-134a refrigerant and is available in
nominal capacities from 175 to 550 tons. It operates with condenser and chilled water flows and
temperatures that are consistent with other chillers used in HVAC applications.
Chillers operate within a system that includes other mechanical devices such as pumps and cooling towers.
System efficiency improvements like variable-speed pumps are becoming more common. When selecting a
replacement chiller, consideration should be given to its ability to support variable flow.
As mentioned before, the VSS chiller is offered in the 175–550 ton range. The MBC chiller is offered in
similar cooling capacities. It is possible for both types of chillers to be operated in chiller plants that have
only one unit, or multiple units can be installed to optimize service to the given facility. When considering
new chillers for a facility, it is critical to conduct a thorough engineering analysis to determine which
configuration will best serve facility needs.

III. Methodology
A. Demonstration Objectives
The purpose of this study was to enable the adoption of new chiller technologies by identifying their ability
to deliver efficiency and operational flexibility. Two leading technologies were selected for testing in a field
environment, operating in parallel in an actual building. To enable the assessment of energy savings across
the GSA portfolio, each technology was operated and measured over a wide range of operating conditions,
providing confidence that the tested technology would perform in real-world applications.
The demonstration had three primary objectives.
1. Measure the energy consumption rate of each chiller. That is, determine how much electrical power
(measured in kilowatts) was required to produce a ton of cooling capacity.
2. Measure the energy consumption rate over the wide range of conditions that might be found at a
variety of sites around the country. The rate was measured across the chillers’ ranges of cooling
capacity, from 20% to 100% full load. Also, the entering and exiting water temperatures of the
condensers were tracked as this has a significant impact on energy efficiency. Site operations personnel
worked with the evaluation team to adjust condenser water temperatures higher than normal to
evaluate how the chillers would perform in a simulated hot climate zone. Close track was also kept of
the percent of full load and condenser water temperature each time an efficiency measure was made.
By tracking these data, the evaluation team and site operations personnel attempted to ensure that
each chiller was operated for roughly the same amount of time under each set of conditions, thereby
allowing a comparison under conditions as close to identical as possible.
3. Evaluate maintenance issues for the two chillers, and determine how they would impact life-cycle
costs.
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B. Criteria for Site Selection
The original criteria for choosing a demonstration site were very straightforward: a GSA office building with
the following characteristics.
•

A typical mix of usage: private offices, cubicle space, conference rooms, and common areas.

•

A need for a new chiller in the 200–400 ton range. (This is a common size range for facilities in both the
federal and commercial sectors.)

•

An existing chiller to which the new VSS chiller could be compared.

•

A supportive management and operations staff who were enthused about the project.

As the project team was searching for sites, a facility was found that met all the above criteria but was
planning for a complete chiller plant replacement. This full-plant replacement allowed for two new chillers
to be installed. One was a VSS unit, and one used MBC compressors. While such an arrangement was not
part of the original test plan, it presented an opportunity to evaluate the VSS unit’s performance and
compare it to the market’s incumbent state-of-the-art chiller technology.

IV. Measurement & Verification Plan
A. Description of Demonstration Site
The Sidney R. Yates Building, located at the corner of Independence Avenue and 16th Street, SW, in
Washington, DC, is a 208,000 gross square foot red brick office building constructed in 1880. The building is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places and serves as the headquarters of the US Forest Service.
In January 2014, after one year of renovations, the building reopened its doors to the 800 Forest Service
employees stationed at headquarters. Renovations focused on occupied spaces and an upgrade to the
building automation system.
The existing chiller system included two 350 ton centrifugal chillers (about 30 years old), constant-speed
chilled and condenser water pumps, and a 30,000 gallon in-ground concrete cooling tower. In 2014, the
building facility management team began planning for a renovated chiller plant—about the same time that
the GPG project team was scouting demonstration sites for a VSS chiller evaluation.
Because of the complete chiller plant renovation, there was an opportunity to install both an MBC chiller
and a VSS chiller in parallel to each other. The building’s new cooling load was calculated and determined to
be 275 tons, which would become the specified capacity for each new chiller.
The chillers were installed in parallel. Each was connected to the same chilled water and condenser water
loops so that the operating conditions for each would be as close to identical as possible within the field
environment.
The Yates Building chiller plant went into operation late in the summer of 2015. Performance data were
gathered for a few weeks during that summer and for the entire summer period in 2016.
Because the site is typical of office buildings found in the GSA inventory and located in a moderate climate
zone, findings from the Yates Building will be useful to facility managers across a wide range of other GSA
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facilities. However, it must be emphasized that each facility should perform its own energy analysis to
determine what type of chiller plant will best serve the unique characteristics found at that site.
B. Test Plan
The test plan for this evaluation was very straightforward. As part of the chiller plant’s renovation, a
comprehensive instrumentation and control system that tracked a multitude of performance parameters
was installed. Critical to this evaluation, instruments were installed which could measure the following
parameters.
•

Condenser manifold entering and exiting water temperatures. Understanding these values facilitated
adjusting the condenser water temperature to simulate cooling tower conditions that might be found in
different climate zones around the country.

•

Chilled water flow rate at each chiller. This value, when combined with the entering and exiting water
temperatures, enabled calculation of the instantaneous cooling capacity of the chiller.

•

Instantaneous electric power demand for each chiller. This value, when combined with the
instantaneous cooling capacity of the chiller, allowed a snapshot of the chiller’s energy consumption
rate measured in kilowatts per ton (kW/ton). This value is commonly used by the industry to represent
chiller performance.

Measurements for the chilled and condenser water temperatures were taken at a point in the piping system
that was common to both chillers. By positioning the sensors in this fashion, the project team ensured that
the same set of instruments was being used. Flow measurements were taken at each chiller’s respective
condenser and evaporator section. There was not sufficient space to install in in-line flow meter in the
common header, so measuring at each chiller’s heat exchanger was the appropriate path forward.
This project did not lend itself to establishing a conventional “baseline” of technology performance in which
an existing incumbent technology is operated and measured for a period of time and then the new
technology is installed and tested. Rather, both the MBC and VSS chillers were installed as part of the same
retrofit. These chillers were then operated in an alternating fashion to meet the facility’s daily cooling needs.
Data were gathered on each unit in 5-minute intervals during its operating periods. Data were gathered
instantaneously at each interval. Data were not averaged over the previous 5-minute period.
As mentioned previously, there was an attempt to give each unit roughly the same amount of operating
time under the same conditions. To facilitate this, tables like those shown in Figure 1 were set up to track
the number of data points, which were gathered under specific combinations of condenser entering water
condition and chiller full load. By doing this, the operations staff could modify chiller plant operations as
needed to balance the data gathered on each machine.
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Figure 1. Sample tables showing how data on chiller performance were gathered and recorded.
C. Instrumentation Plan
During renovation of the Yates chilled water plant, the site’s building management system was upgraded so
that it tracked a myriad of performance data points. To focus on the energy consumption rate for each
chiller, the following parameters (Table 1) were closely tracked.
Table 1. Parameters Closely Tracked during the Evaluation
Parameter

Units

Site chilled water return temperature (aka “Evaporator Entering Water Temperature”)

Degrees Fahrenheit

Site chilled water supply temperature (aka “Evaporator Exiting Water Temperature”)

Degrees Fahrenheit

Site condenser water supply temperature

Degrees Fahrenheit

Site condenser water return temperature

Degrees Fahrenheit

MBC evaporator flow rate

Gallons per minute

MBC condenser flow rate

Gallons per minute

VSS evaporator flow rate

Gallons per minute

VSS condenser flow rate

Gallons per minute

MBC power consumption rate

Kilowatts

VSS power consumption rate

Kilowatts

Figure 2 shows the relative positions of the instruments used to track the various performance parameters.
The diagram also clearly shows how the chillers operated in parallel on the same condenser water and
chilled water circuits that served the facility. This allowed an excellent opportunity to focus on each
individual chiller’s performance without having as many outside variables to focus on.
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Flow
gpm

MLC Evaporator
Temp.
dF

Power
kw

Flow
gpm

MLC Condenser

Site Chilled
Water Return

VSS Evaporator
Power
kw

VSS Compressor, etc.

Temp.
dF

Site Chilled
Water Supply
Flow
gpm

Temp.
dF

Site Condenser
Water Supply

MLC Compressors, etc.

Flow
gpm

Temp.
dF

Site Condenser
Water Return

VSS Condenser

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the relative positions of the various
instruments used to track performance parameters.[MLC = maglev
centrifugal (chiller), an alternate name for the MBC chiller.]

V. Measurement & Verification Results
A. Energy Consumption Rates vs. Percent Full Load
The data collected were assembled into a variety of graphs for analysis. Each graph is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The first graph, shown in Figure 3, assembled the chillers’ instantaneous energy consumption points,
measured in kilowatts per ton, and plotted them against an x-axis of “percent full load.” A curve was then fit
to each chiller’s data set. Graphs such as this are very common in the industry when looking at a chiller’s
energy efficiency over the breadth of its cooling capacity.
At the testbed, the VSS consumed less energy than the MBC, though it is important to note that the
evaluation results may have been impacted by three factors:
•

Measurement uncertainty. When the tolerance of all instrumentation is considered in aggregate,
the accuracy of energy consumption rates reported for each chiller, in kW/ton, could vary by +/-8%
kW/ton. Overall, the average VSS energy use was 11% lower than that of the MBC but savings could
range from +24% to -4% 13 due to measurement uncertainty.

•

Uneven load profiles. As might be expected in a real-world test, the load profiles for the two chillers
were not exact. When the MBC had higher operating time, it was operating at a higher load and
with higher condenser water temperatures, which could have a negative effect on measured energy
performance.

13

To achieve a result of either 24% or -4% energy savings, temperature flow, and kilowatt measurements would have to err
in a single direction on one chiller, while erring in the opposite direction on the other chiller. Statistically, this is highly
improbable.
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•

Chiller compressor capacity. The 275-ton MBC chiller purchased for this project was scrutinized
heavily prior to its installation to ensure that the vendor knew the expectation that they were to
provide a chiller with 275 tons of cooling capacity, and the vendor verified it as such. Subsequent to
the GPG study, the project team learned that the MBC chiller used on this project has the ability to
provide up to 400 tons of cooling capacity. It is not known, and is beyond the scope of this study, to
determine what impact, if any, this had on the project’s overall findings.

Figure 3. Chillers’ instantaneous energy consumption points (20% to 100% full load).
The formulas for each of the curves are given in the equations below. They will be used later to determine
the energy consumption rate at specific points on the x-axis.
VSS Chiller: Y = 7.15078525e-05 × X^2 - 4.34458454e-03 × X + 5.94514674e-01
MBC Chiller: Y = 3.39824395e-05 × X ^2 + 3.97657265e-04 × X + 5.30865291e-01
To quantify the improved performance and its impact at the Yates Building, a second graph, Figure 4, was
assembled to show the facility’s load profile. It shows the amount of time that each chiller spent operating
within bins that are each 10% of each chiller’s full load capacity of 275 tons. When the hours in each bin are
summed (at the top of each bar in the graph), a realistic picture of the building’s operating profile emerges.
It should be noted that at no time were both chillers operating simultaneously to carry the facility’s cooling
load.
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Figure 4. Yates Building operating load profile.
To quantify the average energy consumption rate for each chiller at the Yates Building, the actual run hours
in each band from the bar graph above were assembled into the table shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Average energy consumption rate for each chiller.
The bands were totaled, and then the run hours from each band were divided by the total run hours to give
a percent of time that the total building spent operating within each band. This percentage is given in the
table’s fourth column (percent of full year’s profile).
The midpoint of each band was determined and placed in the second column. These midpoints were then
entered into the curve fit equations to determine an energy consumption rate in kilowatts per ton for each
band. This kilowatt-per-ton value is shown in the fifth column for the VSS chiller, and the seventh column for
the MBC chiller.
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In the sixth and eighth columns, each bin’s kilowatt-per-ton energy consumption rate was multiplied by the
percent of time that the building operated within that range. These values were then summed to give a
weighted average energy consumption rate for the operating profile at the Yates Building.
For the VSS compressor chiller, the energy consumption rate is 0.62 kW/ton.
For the MBC compressor chiller, the energy consumption rate is 0.70 kW/ton.
This indicates 11% lower energy use for the VSS chiller (savings could range from +24% to -4% due to
measurement uncertainty 14).
B. Energy Consumption Rates vs. Condenser Water Return Temperature
The evaluation team then took the same data sets but graphed them slightly differently. This time, the
energy consumption rate stayed the same on the y-axis, but the x-axis shows the condenser water return
temperatures (Figure 6). This graph was assembled to compare chiller performance under a wide variety of
cooling tower conditions. These variations can happen when facilities are located in different climate zones.
They can also happen when cooling tower fans fail and the condenser water reaches an abnormally high
temperature for the particular region (climate zone).

Figure 6. Energy consumption rate vs. condenser water return temperature
when the chillers are running at 20%–100% of full load.
Figures 3 and 6 are compilations of all data points, including every combination of percent full load and
condenser water return temperature. The graphs in Figures 7–11 were produced in an effort to analyze the
data in more detail. For each of these figures, energy consumption rates are shown on the y-axis and
14

To achieve a result of either 24% or -4% energy savings, temperature flow, and kilowatt measurements would have to err
in a single direction on one chiller, while erring in the opposite direction on the other chiller. Statistically, this is highly
improbable.
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condenser water return temperature on the x-axis for a “slice” of the load. A few notes to help the reader
correctly interpret the graphs follow.
Each graph has a curve fit to the data points for each chiller. These curves are not as gentle as the lines
shown in the composite graph (Figure 6). This is due to the fact that the graphs in Figures 7–11 have fewer
data points from which to fit the curve. Therefore, sharper bends are to be expected. However, the lines do
serve to make it visually clear that the VSS chiller has a lower energy consumption rate than the MBC chiller
at every point evaluated within the operating range.
The reader also might notice that the condenser water return temperature tends to be lower within the
graphs that show data points for a lower percent of full cooling capacity. This is quite normal as lower
outside air temperatures cause both events. The building doesn’t need as much cooling when it’s cool
outside. Also, the cooling tower works better and provides colder water when the ambient air temperature
is lower.
The graph in Figure 7 shows very few data points as the chillers were operating between 0 and 20% of full
load. This is typical of a normal facility’s operation as chillers do not often operate within this range.

Figure 7. Energy consumption rate plotted against condenser water return
temperature when the chillers are operating at 0 to 20% of full load.
The graph in Figure 8, which presents data for the chillers operating in the 20%–40% full load range, shows a
larger mass of data points on the left side of the x-axis. This is typical of what would be expected as cooler
outside air causes both lower cooling demand and lower condenser water return temperatures.
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Figure 8. Energy consumption rate plotted against condenser water return
temperature when the chillers are operating at 20% to 40% of full load.
However, there are two knots of data points on the right side of the graph between 90°F and 95°F (one for
the MBC chiller and one for the VSS chiller). These points occurred during a test when the team deliberately
allowed the condenser water temperature to rise to this range so they could evaluate how the chillers
would respond under these conditions. As shown, the difference between the two energy use rates
increased dramatically. The MBC chiller vendor was contacted about this finding and responded that if one
of its chillers were going to be installed in a hotter climate zone, it would be designed for those conditions so
that the energy use rate would be lower than on the unit installed at the Yates Building.
The graph in Figure 9, in the 40%–60% full load range, shows the difference between the energy
consumption rates of the two units. This operating range is where many chillers spend a significant amount
of their time. If a facility is one of those, the VSS chiller could lower the cost of electricity for operating the
chiller.
The odd curves in the graph in Figure 10 are due to the small mass of VSS data points that are above 95°F.
During one particularly warm period, the facility’s operating staff operated the cooling tower into this range
to see how the chillers would respond. The VSS chiller continued to operate normally. However, the MBC
chiller tripped a compressor, and the operations staff elected to discontinue the test to prevent any damage
to the unit.
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Figure 9. Energy consumption rate plotted against condenser water return
temperature when the chillers are operating at 40% to 60% of full load.

Figure 10. Energy consumption rate plotted against condenser water return
temperature when the chillers are operating at 60% to 80% of full load.
The graph in Figure 11 shows chiller performance at near maximum cooling capacity (80% to 100% of full
load).
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Figure 11. Energy consumption rate plotted against condenser water return
temperature when the chillers are operating at 80% to 100% of full load.
C. Operating with High and Low Condenser Water Temperatures
As mentioned previously in this report, among the evaluation’s goals was to determine how well the chillers
would perform in areas of the country that are hotter or colder than Washington, DC. The main impact that
these different climates would have on the chillers would be higher or lower condenser water temperatures.
Therefore, the project sought to create such temperatures within the cooling tower system at the Yates
Building.
As fortune would have it, in early 2016 there was a series of unusually warm days during which the building
needed the chiller system turned on. However, the cooling tower basin water was still at 55°F, which is
below the recommended operating parameters of both chillers. Site operations personnel contacted each
chiller manufacturer to learn how to do a start-up under these conditions.
The MBC manufacturer recommended not doing a start-up to avoid causing damage to the unit. According
to the manufacturer, the original specifications for purchasing the MBC chiller did not call for the ability to
start the chiller when the tower basin water was at unusually lower temperatures. Therefore, the MBC
chiller was not designed by the manufacturer to be started under these conditions. According to the chiller’s
manufacturer, chillers using the MBC technology can be built to start with a wide range of condenser water
temperatures, but the manufacturer has to know the expected parameters at the time of purchase to meet
these requirements.
The VSS manufacturer approved doing the start-up with the colder condenser water. Operations personnel
proceeded with the start-up, which went smoothly. The tower basin water temperature gradually rose into
what would be a “normal” operating range, and chilled water was able to be supplied to the building’s HVAC
system.
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Conversely, this project wanted to evaluate chiller performance when condenser water temperatures were
allowed to run higher than what would normally be seen at the facility. Higher temperatures would be
found in a hotter climate zone. They could also occur if the cooling tower fan failed.
Site operations staff reset the cooling tower temperature to 95°F. While operating under these conditions,
the MBC chiller had one compressor that tripped off line due to the higher temperatures. After the
condenser water temperature was lowered, the compressor was reset and continued operating normally.
Again, the MBC chiller manufacturer stated that the technology can operate at higher than normal
condenser water temperatures, but the range of expected temperatures has to be specified at the time of
purchase.
When the VSS chiller was operated with a 95°F entering water temperature, it continued operating normally
without any signs of distress.
Based on findings from these tests, it is incumbent upon the engineer designing the chilled water system to
perform a thorough analysis of their site’s specific condenser water temperature parameters to determine
the appropriate range to specify for their respective site. The VSS chiller demonstrated the ability to handle
wide temperature swings, and the MBC chiller manufacture asserts that their technology can handle wide
temperature ranges if they are specified up front in the purchase process. It was beyond the scope of this
study to determine if there are purchase price premiums associated with each chiller coming equipped with
the ability to continue operating over a wide range of temperatures. The chiller plant design team must
account for this cost if it exists, and weigh it against the criticality of their site’s need for continuous chilled
water.
D. Energy Savings
Table 2. Energy Savings and Greenhouse (GHG) Emissions Reduction
% Energy Savings
(Compared to Baseline)

Site
Yates Building

GHG Emissions Reduction
(National Avg. Fuel Mix, M lb CO2)

The MBC unit, had it operated the entire
cooling season, would have consumed
approximately 168 Mwh of electricity.
The VSS unit would have consumed
22,300 lb of CO2 equivalent, based upon
approximately 150 Mwh. This is
the US average CO2 equivalent of
approximately an 11% energy savings
1,238.52 lb/Mwh of energy saved
compared to the baseline MBC unit at the
Yates Building (savings could range from
+24% to -4% due to measurement
uncertainty)

GHG calculation should be kilowatt-hours energy saving × local emissions rate = total emissions avoided.
The total emissions rate is found in column six (CO2e) of the table on page 1 of the EPA eGrid summary tables
(https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-01/documents/egrid_9th_edition_v10_year_2010_summary_tables.pdf).

E. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
The chiller is but one component in the chilled water plant that serves the cooling needs of any given facility.
Each component (pumps, cooling tower, control sequence, economizer heat exchangers, etc.) can have a
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great impact on the equipment costs, installation costs, operating costs, life-cycle costs, and overall
economics of the chiller plant.
It is not appropriate to attempt a detailed economic assessment looking at the MBC and VSS chillers in
isolation from the total chilled water plant; however, Table 3 offers a simple economic assessment based on
this test case.
Any facility management organization considering upgrading or replacing HVAC system chillers should
employ a qualified mechanical engineer to do a thorough economic and technical analysis that incorporates
all facets of chiller plant design to determine which type of chiller, which combination of components, and
what control sequence will best serve facility needs.
Table 3. Economic Assessment
Parameter

MBC Chiller

VSS Chiller

Equipment Cost at the Test Bed

$185,000

$119,000

Installation

Both chillers were installed at the same
time as part of a chiller plant
recommendation. Therefore, there was
no distinction between the two in their
installed costs.

Both chillers were installed at the same
time as part of a chiller plant
recommendation. Therefore, there was
no distinction between the two in their
installed costs.

Maintenance

No measurable difference in scheduled
maintenance costs. (See text in
Section V.H. for details.)

No measurable difference in scheduled
maintenance costs. (See text in
Section V.H. for details.)

Baseline

11% savings relative to baseline (savings
could range from +24% to -4% due to
measurement uncertainty).

Energy Saved

F. Occupant Satisfaction
Both chillers provided chilled water at appropriate temperatures to the Yates Building. There was no noted
change in customer satisfaction during this test.
G. Installation and Commissioning
Installation for both chillers went smoothly. There was no difference between the two units during the
installation and commissioning phase.
H. Operations & Maintenance
As for maintenance challenges experienced during the evaluation, both machines operated without a
mechanical failure. However, the MBC chiller did require repair of a component. The manufacturer made
the repair promptly under warranty.
When evaluating ongoing scheduled maintenance costs, GSA requires that its site operations and
maintenance (O&M) contractors actually propose to charge less for a certain chiller before they can claim
that its maintenance costs are lower than a competing type. In the case of comparing scheduled
maintenance costs of VSS vs. MBC chillers, the evaluators could find nothing definitive that would indicate
that one chiller had lower maintenance costs than the other.
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The VSS chiller has only been installed at one GSA site (the Yates Building) to date, and that building’s O&M
contract did not change due to its installation.
Some facility managers who have longer term experience with MBC chillers indicated that the MBC chillers
would have lower maintenance costs due to the fact that these chillers use no oil in their compressors.
Intuitively there is merit to this assertion, but no O&M quotes have been provided to quantify any
maintenance cost savings.
Other facility managers posited that while there might be a slightly lower cost with the MBC chiller, it would
be so small that the overall O&M contract would not change.
The project team discussed this issue with many knowledgeable parties, concluding that any difference in
scheduled maintenance cost, if any, would be very slight.
I.

Information Technology Security

Neither chiller required special considerations from an information technology security perspective.

VI. Summary Findings and Conclusions
A. Overall Technology Assessment at Demonstration Facility
The assessment of the MBC and VSS chillers was completed under conditions that were as similar to each
other as was practical given dynamic field conditions. The results show that both chillers performed
effectively, consistent with rated energy consumption that is more than 35% better than FEMP standards for
water-cooled chillers. In summary, GSA recommends that both MBC and VSS chiller technologies be
considered when a facility is considering the purchase of a new chiller.
B. Lessons Learned and Recommendations
Importance of Proper Chiller Plant Design and Commissioning
The chillers are but one component in the equipment that provides chilled water to a facility. There are
pumps to move chilled and condenser water, a cooling tower to reject heat from the condenser water loop,
possibly heat exchangers to provide free cooling when appropriate, and a host of ancillary equipment all of
which will impact the overall success of the plant.
When a facility management organization is faced with either replacing a chiller or designing an entirely new
chiller plant, it is critical that it use the services of an engineer who is qualified and experienced in designing
chiller plants. The engineer will be able to make a detailed assessment of the facility’s needs and look at all
components of the chiller plant to optimize how they work together to maximize both the operational and
economic benefits to the facility.
As part of the design process, it is important for the facility staff and the chiller plant engineer to ask key
questions. Below is a partial list of those questions to help facilities in the early stages of considering a new
chiller. It is by no means meant to be all inclusive, nor is it meant to replace the advice of a qualified
mechanical engineer.
What is the actual peak cooling requirement of the facility?
For facility management organizations that are simply looking to replace an old chiller at its end of life, there
is a reflexive notion to simply purchase a new chiller with the same cooling capacity. However, it is likely
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that a facility’s actual cooling needs have changed since the original chiller’s installation. Added electrical
and computer equipment, changing outside air requirements, greater people density, or an entire change in
use (office space becoming a data center) can all change the overall cooling requirements. It is critical that a
new heat gain/loss calculation be performed to correctly size the new chiller plant.
What is the facility’s cooling load profile?
Most office facilities do not spend a significant amount of time at peak cooling capacity. Much of their time
is in the 40%–80% peak load range. If a building operates like this, it is important to look at a chiller’s partial
load efficiency to see whether it has a low energy consumption rate (in kilowatts per ton) at the partial load
levels where it will spend much of its time.
By the same token, if a facility operates 24/7/365 with a fairly high and constant internal load, such as at a
data center, it would behoove facility management to focus on a chiller’s efficiency at maximum capacity.
Determining a building’s load profile is fairly straightforward. Simply track the chilled water flow rates and
temperature drops over time. These two values are almost always tracked in a building management
system. An annual load profile can be calculated with this information using a simple spreadsheet.
What is the cooling tower’s typical condenser water supply temperature?
This value is significantly influenced by a building’s climate zone. It can have a huge impact on a chiller’s
overall performance.
During this evaluation at the Yates Building, evaluations were conducted at both cooler and warmer than
average condenser water temperatures, and the MBC chiller had difficulty operating outside its design
parameters. The MBC vendor indicated that its chillers are custom designed to operate within certain
condenser water temperature ranges. For example, a chiller designed for Phoenix, Arizona, would be
different from one designed for Fargo, North Dakota. History has shown that when designed for a particular
facility’s operating conditions, MBC chillers perform reliably.
Condenser water temperature is an important data point to consider when designing a new chiller plant.
What is the local electricity rate structure, both consumption and demand, for the site?
There is a tendency to estimate a chiller plant’s energy cost by simply looking at a site’s utility bill and
calculating its average composite cost per kilowatt-hour ($/kWh). While this approach is okay for doing very
preliminary calculations, it is important to look at the impact of both the consumption charges and demand
charges and how they impact the site’s average composite cost.
If there are high demand charges within the rate structure, it is possible that thermal storage or some other
method of load shifting might be a cost-effective part of a new chiller plant design. Only a thorough
technical and economic analysis that includes consumption and demand charges can determine the optimal
chiller plant design.
Is there a chiller manufacturer that has a stronger presence in the facility’s area?
It is possible that certain manufacturers might be able to provide better service for a chiller based upon their
presence within a certain locale.
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C. Barriers and Facilitators to Adoption
This evaluation found no barriers to adopting either the MBC or VSS chiller technology at GSA and
commercial facilities.
D. Deployment Recommendations
The MBC and VSS chillers are appropriate for deployment across a broad variety of applications within the
GSA and commercial portfolios.
Any time a new chiller is required, whether being installed at a new facility or simply replacing a chiller that
has reached its end of life, the MBC and VSS chillers are valid options that should be considered.
The VSS chiller’s ability to tolerate swings in condenser water temperature may make it especially valuable
for critical applications such as data centers, high security facilities, or facilities that must operate 24/7/365.
Operations of such facilities can be hampered in the event of a cooling tower failure or other event that
causes condenser water temperature to swing unusually high. The VSS chiller demonstrated its ability to
tolerate these swings and continue providing chilled water better than the MBC chiller.
However, the MBC compressor OEM states that chillers equipped with their equipment can be designed to
tolerate any range of condenser water temperatures. The design engineer has to make sure they specify the
extremes that might be experienced at any critical site and communicate same to the chiller vendor.
Proper engineering prudence would then dictate which chiller provides the optimized option for the
respective facility.

VII. Appendices
A. Detailed Technology Specification
The images on the following five pages are from submittals for the VSS and MBC chillers that were installed
and evaluated at the Yates Building as a part of this test.
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The images on the following three pages are from fact sheets on the MBC chiller that was installed and
evaluated at the Yates Building as a part of this test. They contain performance information such as that
provided on the VSS unit and related information such as electrical requirements.
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B. Instrument Cut Sheets
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C. Correspondence Regarding the Correct Sizing of the MBC Chiller
As discussed in the Preface section titled “MBC Chiller Cooling Capacity,” after the initial report was
published, Danfoss Turbocor Compressors (Danfoss) informed the project team that the MBC chiller
evaluated at the Yates was oversized for the required 275 tons cooling capacity. They asserted that it was, in
fact, a 400-ton chiller.
To determine if this was, in fact, the case. And if so, to determine how this might have come to pass, the
project team conducted a thorough investigation of events that led up to this chiller’s selection. Details of
this investigation are in the following paragraphs, and in the pages of e-mail images contained within this
appendix.
In 2014, Setty & Associates (Setty) calculated the cooling capacity requirements for each chiller to be 275
tons. The pages captured below in this appendix show a 2014 e-mail chain between Tatyana Shine (project
manager), Michael Rakes (Senior Engineer with Setty), and Thor Fraser (Sales Engineer for Havtech, the local
Daikin representative). In their correspondence, it is very clear that the requested cooling capacity is
275 tons. Mr. Fraser verifies this in writing, and provides performance details of a Daikin WMC400 chiller
that he stated meets this specification.
In October 2014, GSA asked Dan Howett of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Principal Investigator on this
project) to review the submittals from Daikin and Carrier. Each submittal showed that the proposed chillers
were rated for 275 tons of cooling capacity, had the same condenser water flow rates and temperature
drops, and the same evaporator flow rates and temperature drops. Their Integrated Part Load Values (IPLVs)
were both in the range of.328 - .332kw/ton, within 1.2% of each other. In short, there was no reason to
suspect that both units were other than 275 ton chillers.
Later in the project, Dan Howett noted that the submittal from Daikin called for a “WMC400” chiller, which
Daikin’s literature listed as being the frame for units with nominal 300–400 ton cooling capacities. He
reached out to Havtech to clarify the apparent discrepancy and received the following response from Mr.
Dick Shafer of Havtech.
“There are thousands of selections by computers these days as opposed to years ago where the selections
were in the catalog and that is what you get. Still true of water-cooled and air-cooled scroll chillers.
“You have 400 ton shells in the evaporator and condenser and less than 275 tons in compressors. Chillers
were selected for the most efficient.”
Again, the project team had no reason to believe that the Daikin chiller provided by Havtech was anything
but a chiller that was optimized to provide 275 tons of cooling under the conditions specified by Setty.
As part of the evaluation team’s post-publishing investigation of the installed MBC equipment, GSA
documented that the Daikin WMC400 chiller was equipped with two TT500 compressors. According to
information provided by Danfoss in May of 2017, their TT500 compressor has a nominal 200 ton cooling
capacity. Therefore, it can be reasonably concluded that the Daikin chiller provided by Havtech at the Yates
test bed can, in fact, provide 400 tons of cooling capacity, even though the performance specification called
for only 275 tons and the vendor’s engineer repeatedly affirmed, in writing, that this was the capacity
supplied.
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Kevin Powell, GPG Program Manager, reached back to Havtech in May 2017 for further clarification. The
response provided by Havtech is printed verbatim and in its entirety below.
Kevin:
I was requested for an efficient 275 Ton selection ton back in 2014 at the tonnage and conditions noted
by Setty & Associates. I remember the request as I did in within an hour with the lowest full load KW/Ton
at 42 LWT design conditions. There was never further discussions regarding the application of the or the
building load profile. If we selected a chiller optimized for the actual building profile and low load
conditions, the selection could have been different than one driven by the full load. In this case the 42
LWT NPLV is better indicator of annual energy consumption than the full load KW/Ton machine.
Dick Shafer
After thoroughly reviewing all documents and correspondence on this issue, the evaluation team draws the
following three conclusions.
•

At no time throughout the entire process, up until spring 2017, did the project team have any
reason to believe that they had received anything other than an optimized 275-ton Daikin chiller
from Havtech. Due diligence was performed at every step to verify that an appropriate 275-ton MBC
chiller was installed at the Yates test bed. The installed MBC chiller is therefore representative of a
vendor-supplied chiller meeting engineering requirements for a 275-ton load delivered through a
well-managed federal procurement process.

•

The test bed design for GPG-031 was to use a chiller technology that GPG had previously proved out
as delivering known state-of-the-art-performance (MBC) as a baseline to compare a second chiller
technology (VSS) with similar or better performance claims. The MBC vendor confirmed that they
believed they were providing the most efficient MBC chiller for the project at the Yates test bed. All
documentation supports the installed MBC chiller as legitimately representative of what a typical
engineering and procurement process would deliver for this application, and therefore a credible
baseline.

•

Retrospective speculation about what a different MBC chiller’s performance “could have been” is
outside the scope of this assessment.

(Screen captures of the referenced e-mail chain are on the pages that follow.)
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